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Abstract: The traditional cascading of generalised scattering matrices (GSMs) approach assumes that the modal sets at
the connected ports of a cascaded network are strictly equal. This implies a careful selection of the modal polarities
(numerical port solution), or the reference systems (analytical port solution), of every port to be connected. Usually, the
connection scheme of every device is known a priori, during the solving stage. Then, the individual GSMs are pre-
processed, or auxiliary devices intended to correct possible modal mismatches at the ports are included in appropriate
positions among the cascade, so that the traditional cascading-by-pairs approach can be directly applied. This scheme
clearly complicates the reutilisation of previously calculated GSMs, and mixes the cascading with the solution of the
individual building blocks. In this study, a systematic procedure is proposed to define the polarity of the modes at
the ports of a multiport device fed with transmission lines or waveguides showing a single or double symmetry. The
modified expressions to calculate the scattering parameters of the cascade of two multiport devices, incorporating the
appropriate regular modal corrections to apply when this criterion is used to define the modal polarity at the ports, is
also presented in this study. This strategy is more convenient from the point of view of programming, less error-prone







The cascade connection of generalised scattering matrices (GSMs)
[1, 2] was first studied in the late 50’s and early 60’s. First, the
cascade of two two-port devices was solved and, at the same time,
Redheffer [3] developed an special matrix product (in
non-standard notation), known as ‘star’ product, which can be
used to cascade the GSMs of two 2N-port devices connected
through N ports. Next, Kaplan and Stock [4, 5] demonstrated that
this ‘star’ product was useful to solve the general case, that is, the
cascade connection of two devices with an arbitrary number of
ports, for example, N and M, and also an arbitrary number of
connections, for example, K. There are several strategies to deduce
the expressions of the cascaded GSM. For example, one can force
the equality between emergent and incident waves at the
connected ports [6]. Therefore all of these expressions for the
cascade connection of GSMs are valid if, and only if, the modal
sets belonging to a pair of connected ports are actually identical.
To ensure this equality, for an asymmetric transmission line or
waveguide, it is sufficient to appropriately define the mode
polarity. Unfortunately, when the line is symmetric it is more
difficult to ensure the coincidence of the connected modal sets.
This fact is explained in detail in the following sections.
To ensure the coincidence of the connected modal sets of
symmetric transmission lines or waveguides, it is sufficient to
ensure that the reference systems used to define the modes of
every pair of connected ports coincide, or, equivalently, that the
integration lines used to define the polarity of the modes overlap
when the ports are connected. The definition of these reference
coordinate systems, or integration lines, is trivial if a cascade oftwo-port devices is performed. Unfortunately, this is not the case
for more complex cascading schemes, involving devices with three
or more ports. Even so, it is, indeed, possible to define an
appropriate set of reference systems (or modal polarities) for every
port of a given device, but only if its connection arrangement is
known a priori. Unfortunately, in this case, the GSM of this
device cannot be directly used to characterise this same device in a
different position in the cascade, if its connection scheme is
different. To reutilise the already calculated GSM, its scattering
parameters must be appropriately corrected. It is also possible to
insert an auxiliary device between the non-coincident connected
ports in order to adapt possible modal mismatches. Both solutions
are valid and possible, but hard to implement because the modal
correction applied to a device will depend on its connection scheme.
Recently, in [7], a very efficient strategy to connect multiport
devices has been proposed. This strategy, which is based on an
iterative Krylov’s solver, is able to provide, not only the response
of the cascaded network at the free ports, but also the modal
weights at the internal ports. When this technique was elaborated,
the problems regarding the connection of devices with symmetric
feeding lines were detected, and a correction was proposed. This
problem arises when multimodal scattering matrices are cascaded
and it is assumed that all reflected waves are exactly equal to the
same order incident modes of the connected contiguous device.
This may not be true for some non-symmetric modes if the
coordinate systems of both ports are not identical Q. In [7], however,
only one of the symmetries of a rectangular waveguide was
considered (the symmetry of a rectangular waveguide is double).
Besides, the partial correction of [7] was applied to the


















215expressions. Therefore in this paper, a rigorous study of possible
modal mismatches at the connected ports is presented, and a
systematic criterion to define the polarity of the modes (or the
reference systems of the ports) is proposed for general lines or
waveguides with a single or double transversal symmetry.
Consequently, the traditional expressions for cascading the GSMs
of two networks are extended to correct all of these possible
modal mismatches. The coplanar waveguide (CPW) line, the
microstrip line, the coplanar strips line, the rectangular waveguide
with a single ridge and the grounded CPW are examples of
transmission lines, or waveguides, with a single transversal
symmetry. On the other hand, the rectangular waveguide is an
example of waveguide with double symmetry. A regular criterion
for the modal polarity (or reference system) election simplifies the
analysis tool used to obtain the independent GSMs of the building
blocks, because it can be configured regardless of future
connection schemes. Similarly, the linking tool is simplified. In
this case, a modal correction is necessary at the connected ports,
but this correction is always the same and can be applied
systematically.Fig. 1 Dimensions and port arrangement for the individual T-junctions Q7
a Port numbering; top view Q8
b Dimensions (a = 19.05 mm, b = a/2, ar = a/2 and br = a/4) of the three-port example
network: a single ridge rectangular waveguide H-plane T-junction; port view
c Possible connections of two different three-port networks; possible connections
For the connection of two identical T-junctions, only the highlighted possibilities









2602 Cascading of two general devices
In this section, the traditional approach for the cascade connection of
two devices with an arbitrary and different number of ports is
included, in order to facilitate the readability of the paper. To pose
the most general situation possible, these devices will be
connected through C different ports. These ports have to be
ordered so that they are the last ports of the scattering matrices of
both devices. In fact, this restriction can be always accomplished,
since the ports can be reordered if necessary [8]. In this case, we




which contains all the GSM elements that must be used to
calculate the emergent mode weights at the free ports in response
to the incident waves at the free ports. This is a matrix of size
(An−C)Nmod × (An−C)Nmod = FnNmod × FnNmod, where An is the
number ports of device n, C is the number of connected ports,
Fn = An−C is the number of free ports and Nmod is the number of
modes considered at each port.
† S(n)
FC
, of size FnNmod × CNmod, which contains all the GSM
elements that must be used to calculate the emergent mode




, of size CNmod × FnNmod, which contains all the GSM
elements that must be used to calculate the emergent mode




, of size CNmod × CNmod, which contains all the GSM
elements that must be used to calculate the emergent mode
weights at the connected ports in response to the incident waves at
the connected ports.












and can be used to find the emergent mode weights at every port,
free, b(n)F , or connected, b
(n)
C , in response to an arbitrary incidence





















For a different device, for example, the device m, we could organise2
the scattering parameters following the same criterion so that we can









































b(m)F = S(m)FF a
(m)
F + S(m)FC a
(m)
C (7)





a(n)C = b(m)C (9)
a(m)C = b(n)C (10)
In this case, in order to solve the connection, the modes emerging
from the connected ports of the second device are equalled to the
incident modes of the first device (9) and viceversa (10), as usual.
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Fig. 2 Possible networks obtained from the cascading of two identical
H-plane T-junctions (19.05 mm width) in rectangular waveguide with final
port-numbering
a 1(a) ⇔ 2(b)
b 2(a) ⇔ 3(b)
c 1(a) ⇔ 1(b)



































These expressions (or equivalent expressions [9]) can be easily
found in the microwave literature, for example in [1, 2, 5, 6, 8–13].3653 Cascading of two simple three-port devices
with feeding lines showing a single symmetry
In this section, the problems regarding the cascading of multiport
devices with feeding lines showing a single symmetry will beFig. 3 Integration line sets (ten modes) defined to analyse the cascade of two id
HFSS™
a Port 1 integration lines
b Port 2 integration lines
c Port 3 integration lines
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the reutilisation of GSMs when the traditional expressions of (12)–
(15) are applied, the different possible cascades of two identical
single ridge rectangular waveguide H-plane T-junctions [14] will
be analysed. The dimensions and port arrangement for the
individual T-junctions are highlighted in Figs. 1a and b.
There are nine possible self-cascades for this three-port device. All
these possible connections can be seen in Fig. 1c. However, since the
T-junction is symmetric, only four different networks can be actually
obtained (see again Fig. 1c).The port numbering of the different
networks resulting from the cascade connection of two identical
T-junctions can be seen in Fig. 2.
The final port-numbering preserves the original ordering of the
ports. For example, in the network of Fig. 2a, the first port of
the first T-junction is connected, so that its second port becomes
the first port of the final network and its third port, the second
one. Since the second port of the second network is connected, its
first port becomes the third port of the global network and its third
port, the fourth one.
To obtain an individual, and unique for both networks, GSM,
which could be applied to solve the connections of Figs. 2a and b,
the port reference systems, or the modal polarity, must be properly
defined. The individual T-junction has been characterised with the
commercial software Ansys HFSS™, so that Fig. 3 shows three
possible sets of integration lines that ensure a correct connection
of port 1 with port 2, and port 2 with port 3.
The results of the cascade connections shown in Figs. 2a and b are
compared with a direct analysis of the resulting four-port networks
with Ansys HFSS™. As expected, both results are virtually
identical (not shown here).
Unfortunately, it is impossible to define a coincident set of
integration lines to link port 1 with itself, or port 2 with itself
(Figs. 2c and d ). In Fig. 4a, one can see the comparison of the
direct and cascaded scattering parameters for the network of
Fig. 2c, which have been calculated with HFSS™. In this case,
the results are slightly different. The response provided by the
cascade throws a global GSM with ports 3 and 4 interchanged.
This is due to the fact that the equality imposed by (9) and (10)
is not strictly true, because of the difference between the
reference systems of the ports. Since the modes with odd
symmetry are actually inverted, the lower T-junction is reflected
and that is the reason why its ports (ports 3 and 4 in the global








Fig. 4 Scattering parameters for the network of Figs. 2c and d (T-junction
for a ridge rectangular waveguide)
Results labelled as ‘Direct’ have been calculated by directly solving the whole four-port
network with Ansys HFSS™. Results labelled as ‘Cascaded’ have been obtained by
cascading two identical T-junction GSMs using the traditional expressions of (12)–(15)
a Fig. 2c
b Fig. 2d
Fig. 5 Cascade of two identical H-plane rectangular waveguide
T-junctions
a Port numbering for a rectangular waveguide H-plane T-junction; top view
b Dimensions (a = 22.86 mm, b = 10.16 mm) of the three-port example network with
doubly symmetric feeding lines: a rectangular waveguide i-plane T-junction; port view
c Local port reference systems defined to analyse the cascade of two identical
























510In Fig. 4b, one can see the comparison of the cascaded and direct
scattering for the network of Fig. 2d. In this case, the results are
clearly different. In fact, the response recovered by the cascading
procedure is identical to the response of the network of Fig. 2b.
According to these results, it is quite evident that, for the networks
of Figs. 2c and d, the cascading is impossible if an appropriate modal
correction is not applied to, at least, one of the cascaded GSMs. It is
impossible to define a set of reference systems (or modal polarities)
that provide a unique GSM that can be used for every connection
scheme. Obviously, the cascading can be always performed using
the traditional expressions but, in order to obtain the desired
solution, a modal correction could be necessary in some cases.
This fact unnecessarily complicates the analysis tool configuration,
because the port definition must be adapted to the connection
scheme, as well as the linking stage because it must decide which
connected ports must be corrected, and which not, for every
considered connection scheme.Fig. 6 Scattering parameters for the network of Fig. 2d (T-junction for a
standard rectangular waveguide)
Results labelled as ‘Direct’ have been calculated by directly solving the whole four-port
network with Ansys HFSS™. Results labelled as ‘Cascaded’ have been obtained by
cascading two identical T-junction GSMs using the traditional expressions of (12)–(15)
515
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5254 Cascading of two simple three-port devices
with feeding lines showing a double symmetry
To analyse this problem, the cascade of two identical H-plane
rectangular waveguide T-junctions will be studied (see Fig. 5).
There are 18 possible self-cascades for this T-junction, while only
9 for a T-junction with ridge (see Fig. 1c). In this case, every port can
be connected directly, or rotated, since the symmetry is double, and
this is the reason why the possible connections are multiplied by
2. Anyway, actually, only four different networks can be obtained
from the cascading of two identical versions of this device (see
again Fig. 1c).
This device has been analysed, again, using the commercial
software Ansys HFSS™. However, the modes of a rectangular
waveguide can be solved analytically. Therefore in this case, the4
polarities of these modes can be fixed by selecting an appropriate
local reference system for each port in HFSS™ (the integration
lines are not necessary with rectangular waveguide ports). As for
the T-junction with ridge, the reference system will be selected so
that port 1 could be connected directly, that is, without rotating the
device, to port 2, or port 2 to port 3 (see Fig. 5c).
As it also occurs in the previous section, the results of the direct
analysis of the connections of Fig. 2 (for the H-plane T-junction
in standard rectangular waveguide) are identical to the results of
the equivalent cascades (not shown here). However, again, the
cascades involving the connection of a port with itself cannot be
solved unless a modal correction is applied. In fact, if the cascade
connection for the network of Fig. 2d is compared with the direct
solution, the results notably differ (see Fig. 6).5 Modified cascading of two general devices with
symmetrical feeding lines
In this section, a coherent set of reference systems (or modal
integration lines) is proposed so that the modal correction is
always necessary but, at the same time, is always the same. SinceIET Microw. Antennas Propag., pp. 1–8
& The Institution of Engineering and Technology 2015
Fig. 7 Reflected waves and regressive waves
a Multiport device with symmetric feeding lines and consistent port reference systems























640the correction is always present and it is uniform, it can be
incorporated to the traditional expressions of (12)–(15). Therefore
a general cascading procedure is obtained and the ports can be
freely connected, without worrying anymore about being
continuously forced to check the appropriate polarity of the modes.
The proposed port reference systems are chosen so that the
incident waves are formulated in terms of progressive waves
(towards-ẑ propagation), whereas the reflected waves are
formulated in terms of regressive waves (see Fig. 7a). If the ports
cannot be solved analytically, then integration lines (or other
means of defining modal polarity) are necessary. In this case, the
integration lines associated to the different modes considered
should be defined in the same manner for all of the ports of
the device. For example, if the integration line associated to the
second mode of the port is placed halfway in the right side of the
port, and pointing upwards, then it should be defined exactly this
way in every port of the device.
If the port reference systems (or polarities) are defined as











b(m)F = S(m)FF a
(m)
F + S(m)FC a
(m)
C (20)





a(n)C = D(n)C b
(m)
C (22)
a(m)C = D(m)C b
(n)
C (23)Fig. 8 Electric field for two different single ridge rectangular waveguide modes
a Sign change not required
b Sign change required
a Mode with bilateral symmetry
b Mode with inverted bilateral symmetry
IET Microw. Antennas Propag., pp. 1–8
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the connected ports of device n cannot be directly equal to the
incident waves to the connected ports of device m. Similarly, the
reflected waves at the connected ports of device m are not equal to
the incident waves to the ports of device n.
The modes of a waveguide that present a single symmetry will
show the same kind of symmetry (see Fig. 7b). Therefore if the
transversal field pattern of one of these modes is folded along its
symmetry axis, both superimposed field patterns will be, either
strictly identical, that is, the field pattern of the selected mode
shows a bilateral symmetry (see Fig. 8a), or identical in modulus
but opposite in sense, that is, the field pattern shows an inverted
bilateral symmetry (see Fig. 8b). When both halves strictly match,
the modes will be identical for both connected ports. In this case,
the modal weights can be compared directly. On the other hand,
when both halves show opposite sense, a sign change is necessary
in order to exactly match the modes of the connected ports.
Obviously, this sign change has to be considered. Therefore one of
the modal sets has to be adjusted in (22) and (23), for example,
the emergent modal weights, b(m)C and b
(n)
C , by multiplying them by





The elements of this diagonal matrix will be 1, if the
corresponding modal field pattern shows bilateral symmetry, and
−1 otherwise. A knowledge of the transversal field pattern of the
modes is needed in order to discriminate which modes present
bilateral symmetry.
If the waveguide shows a double symmetry, the situation is
slightly more complex. In this case, the connection can be direct,
that is, with coincident vertical axis (ŷ) and opposite horizontal
axis (x̂), as in Fig. 7b, or turned, that is, with coincident horizontal
axis and opposite vertical axis. In the first situation, the elements
of the diagonal matrices of (22) and (23), related to the modes







Fig. 9 Electric field for four different rectangular waveguide modes (HFSS™)
a Sign change not required
b Sign change not required in a direct connection and required if turned
c Sign change required in a direct connection and not required if turned
d Sign change required
Fig. 10 Scattering parameters for the network of Figs. 2c and d (T-junction
for a ridge rectangular waveguide)
Results labelled as ‘Direct’ have been calculated by directly solving the whole four-port
network with Ansys HFSS™. Results labelled as ‘Cascaded’ have been obtained by





























790Figs. 9a and b), must be equal to 1, and equal to −1, otherwise
(Figs. 9c and d ). On the other hand, in the second kind of
connection, the elements of the diagonal matrices must be equal to
1 if the associated modes show vertical bilateral symmetry
(Figs. 9a and c), and −1 otherwise (Figs. 9b and d ).
Finally, operating (18) to (23), modified expressions for the GSM
















































































From the programmer point of view, it is more convenient to apply
the modal correction in the connection stage rather than in the
solving stage, which implies selecting modified reference systems
or modal polarities at the ports, depending on subsequent
connection schemes. With this proposal, on one hand, an
independent code can perform an individual analysis of every
device without worrying about which ports are going to be
connected and, on the other hand, during the linking stage, the
recursive cascading-by-pairs piece of code can blindly apply the
appropriate regular corrections at the connected ports, and then
link the different building blocks.
Besides, this modal correction can be used to characterise other
mismatches at the ports. Perhaps, the most useful mismatch to
characterise could be a possible separation between connected
ports, that is, ports are not directly connected, they are connected
through a piece of empty waveguide of certain length. In this case,











is the modal conversion explained Qin this section for
device i; D(i)
C2
can be used to propagate the incident waves to
device i along a certain distance at every connected port.
It is widely known that these propagation matrices are also
diagonal. This means that these new diagonal matrices can be
combined with the old ones into single diagonal matrices.IET Microw. Antennas Propag., pp. 1–8
& The Institution of Engineering and Technology 2015
Fig. 11 Scattering parameters for the network of Figs. 2c and d (T-junction
for a standard rectangular waveguide and direct connection)
Results labelled as ‘Direct’ have been calculated by directly solving the whole four-port
network with Ansys HFSS™. Results labelled as ‘Cascaded’ have been obtained by




Fig. 12 Scattering parameters when port 2 is connected to itself, but turned
(T-junction for a standard rectangular waveguide)
Results labelled as ‘Direct’ have been calculated by directly solving the whole four-port
network with Ansys HFSS™. Results labelled as ‘Cascaded’ have been obtained by
























905Proceeding in this way, the original expressions for (22) and (23) are
recovered
a(n)C = D(n)C b
(m)
C (32)
a(m)C = D(m)C b
(n)
C (33)
so that the expressions in this section are valid even when the ports
are not directly connected.
When the ports are connected through a piece of empty
waveguide, this fact is usually characterised by treating the empty
waveguide as an additional network to be cascaded. This strategy
notably increases the cost of the cascading; on the contrary, the
correction proposed in this paper can be achieved at a low cost (a
few products by diagonal matrices).910
915
9206 Results
In this section, the modified cascading procedure has been applied to
solve the cascaded networks of Fig. 2. Figs. 10a and b show the
comparison of the results provided by the modified cascading
procedure presented in this paper, and the direct solution of the
problematic networks of Figs. 2c and 2d, respectively, for the
ridge rectangular waveguide.
The cascade behaves as expected, since there is an almost exact
match of the direct and cascaded solutions. Besides, the cascading
procedure is completely general. In fact, all of the combinations
shown in Fig. 1c have been successfully tested.
The connection of standard rectangular waveguide T-junctions
has been solved as well. Results can be seen in Figs. 11a and bIET Microw. Antennas Propag., pp. 1–8
& The Institution of Engineering and Technology 2015for a direct connection of the ports. In this case, both problematic
networks can be appropriately solved.
When port 2 is connected with itself, but turned, the resulting
network is the one in Fig. 2b, instead of the one in Fig. 2d. In this
case, the modal correction must be applied to the modes with
inverted vertical bilateral symmetry. The results recovered after
applying this correction have been compared with the direct
analysis of the network of Fig. 2b, and can be seen in Fig. 12.
The expected response has been recovered so it can be concluded
that the proposed modal correction is even valid for doubly
symmetric feeding waveguides.7 Conclusion
In this paper, a coherent definition for the mode polarity, or the
reference systems of the ports, is proposed. In the building-blocks
solving stage, all of the ports are characterised in the same
manner, regardless if they are going to be connected or not.
Finally, in the cascading stage, the modified expressions of (24)–
(29) can be used to obtain the global GSM, by applying, for
example, a cascading-by-pairs recursive scheme. Therefore with
this approach, the reutilisation of previously calculated GSMs is
trivial. Besides, it is appropriate for characterising, without
increasing the solving cost, the connection of ports separated by a
certain physical distance.8 Acknowledgment
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